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Abstract: Over 400,000 Americans are intubated in emergency settings annually, with indications ranging from respiratory failure to 
airway obstructions to anaphylaxis. About 12.7% of emergency intubations are unsuccessful on the first attempt. Failure to intubate on 
the first attempt is associated with a higher likelihood of adverse events, including oxygen desaturation, aspiration, trauma to soft 
tissue, dysrhythmia, hypotension, and cardiac arrest. Difficult airways, as classified on an established clinical scale, are found in up to 
30% of emergency department (ED) patients and are a significant contributor to failure to intubate. Difficult intubations have been 
associated with longer lengths of stay and significantly greater costs than standard intubations. There exists a wide range of airway 
management devices, both invasive and noninvasive, which are available in the emergency setting to accommodate difficult airways. 
Yet, first-pass success rates remain variable and leave room for improvement. In this article, we review the disease states most 
correlated with intubation, the current landscape of emergency airway management technologies, and the market potential for 
innovation. The aim of this review is to inspire new technologies to assist difficult airway management, given the substantial 
opportunity for translation due to two key-value signposts of medical innovation: the potential to decrease cost and the potential to 
improve clinical outcomes. 
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Plain Language Summary
When analyzing the current medical device market, the available tools for emergency airway management (EAM) appear comprehensive 
and highly effective. However, there is a wide range of health conditions and patient circumstances that require EAM. Each patient may 
need a unique device to be successfully treated based on his or her condition. This range of needed tools suggests that niche gaps in the 
market may exist upon further investigation. Here, we find that most devices that are normally successful will often fall short of optimal 
performance in patients with difficult airways. Difficult airways encompass any abnormal anatomy or injury to the throat.

This review aims to provide a comprehensive guide for the current state of airway management. We report on the wide range of 
existing devices and types of EAM procedures. Additionally, we provide further evaluation of the healthcare market including cost, 
efficacy, and average speed of EAM to identify potential gaps. Thus, this review serves as an overview of EAM to motivate and guide 
potential innovators to design improved airway management devices, specifically geared towards difficult airways.

Introduction
Emergency airway management (EAM) is a temporary solution which aims to quickly establish a direct path of oxygen 
delivery to the lungs for patients in respiratory distress in emergency settings. The majority of EAMs are achieved by 
methods of intubation. Over 413,000 intubations are performed annually in US EDs, including roughly 1% of all 
emergency room visits.1 When the brain fails to signal for respiration, clinicians typically have less than 15–30 seconds 
to secure an airway before the potential onset of hypoxia and brain damage.2 There exists a wide range of airway 
management devices to accommodate the various conditions which indicate intubations, all of which are evaluated based 
on first-pass success rate (FSR) and time for insertion.3
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Failure to intubate on the first attempt is associated with a 33% higher likelihood of patients experiencing adverse 
events, including oxygen desaturation, aspiration, soft-tissue trauma, hypotension, dysrhythmia, and cardiac arrest.4 The 
first-pass success heavily depends on whether an airway is considered difficult or typical, as difficult airways are primary 
predictors for complications.1,4,5 The estimated percent of airways classified as difficult ranges from 10.1% - 30%, 
comprising a significant portion of EAM patients.6,7 Difficult airways are associated with statistically significant 
decreased FSRs relative to typical airways, with average reports of 82.1% and 92.4%, respectively.8 In some reports, 
49.7% of difficult airway intubations are unsuccessful on the first attempt. Additionally, these success rates depend on the 
use of an appropriate device for airway management.9,10 Thus, two crucial components to approaching successful 
intubation include systematic evaluation of difficult airways and adequate training with appropriate tools by the 
physician.

Airway management by tracheal intubation, or insertion of a tube into the trachea through the mouth to maintain an 
open airway, can be traced back to the Greek and Roman empires. The Romans notably used dental mirrors to visualize 
the airway, similar to modern direct laryngoscopy (DL).11 Alfred Kirstein, however, is the notable pioneer of DL after 
manufacturing an intubation device with an internal electrical source to illuminate the throat for direct visualization.12 

Soon after during World War II, more advanced innovations introduced the straight Miller blade and curved Macintosh 
blade, which are commonly used today.13,14 In the 1990s, DL blades were combined with fiber-optic cables to enhance 
illumination. In the 2000s, this innovation was further enhanced to create the indirect video laryngoscope. The video 
laryngoscope (VL) has a small fiber-optic camera and light on the end of the blade, which is connected to a video screen 
to project a live image of the throat to guide intubation.15 In the United States, meta-analyses and retrospective studies 
have demonstrated that video laryngoscopy typically improves first pass success rate relative to DL across clinical 
settings.15 Video laryngoscopy facilitates shorter intubation times in patients with normal and difficult airways and higher 
first-pass success rates in difficult airways.16 Additionally, VL is associated with higher success rates in untrained 
physicians.16 However, while VL has improved outcomes, video laryngoscopes are limited in availability in emergency 
settings. With market analysis indicating that VLs cost between $500–15,000, the price point is a logical deterrent for 
purchase, which will be discussed in detail later in this review.3 Additional deterrents include non-reusable parts and 
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required power supply, which are hardships in remote, low-resource settings. Retrospective studies suggest that video 
laryngoscopes also have higher bills for hospitalized patients compared to direct laryngoscopes.17

Intubations are indicated for patients unable to maintain airway patency, aspiration prevention, ventilation failures, or 
insufficient oxygenation, or anticipated respiratory failure.18 Before intubation in the ED, several metrics are used to 
evaluate if a patient has a difficult airway, including the Glasgow scale, the LEMON protocol, and Cormack-Lehane 
Grading. These three classifications, along with the physician’s subject opinion, help to determine the appropriate device 
for EAM. While these metrics determine the proper instrument before the procedure, the protocol for the utilization of 
different EAM tools follows the same standard steps, as described here. The patient is pre-oxygenated for at least 3 
minutes, which saturates the blood to prolong the time available for intubation without complications. Rapid Sequence 
Intubation (RSI) is commonly implemented in 80–85% of ED intubations because it can reduce the risk of pulmonary 
aspiration while preventing coughing or straining of the throat which could impede intubation.19 If prescribed RSI, the 
patient receives a paralytic medication, an anesthetic or sedative, and a pain medication.19 Next, the physician will use 
the classification recommended device, as indicated by the previously mentioned metrics, for intubation to establish 
a secure airway, which is most commonly a direct or indirect laryngoscope.

Laryngoscopy intubation requires two steps: visualization of the vocal cords with a laryngoscope, either direct or 
indirect, and subsequent insertion of an endotracheal tube (ETT) past the laryngoscope, through the larynx, and into the 
trachea.20 DL involves visualization of the larynx by eyesight using light, whereas indirect laryngoscopy (IDL), or VL, 
achieves visualization with a fiber-optic camera attached to the end of the laryngoscope blade. The properly inserted ETT 
is connected to a ventilator which replaces autonomic respiration with positive-pressure ventilation. In the ED, the first- 
pass approach is most commonly video laryngoscopy, and if this fails, methods including a Bougie, laryngeal airway 
mask (LMA), or surgical airways may be employed, which will be discussed later in this review. When intubation is 
unsuccessful, it is likely attributable to the provider’s inability to visualize the larynx. For experienced providers, this 
often happens because of difficult anatomy for intubation, excess fluids in the airway, or trauma to the airway.21 When 
a patient is determined to have a difficult airway during the physician’s assessment before intubation, the risk for injury 
or failed first-pass attempt is drastically increased compared to typical airways.22 The related disease states and specific 
risk factors for difficult intubations will be reviewed here. Thus, the gap in success rates for difficult airway intubations 
presents an opportunity for improvement in innovation, to maximize first pass success rates and minimize the time for 
ETT insertion in emergency settings.

Here, we evaluate the current standard of care for EAM and highlight the potential for novel device innovation and 
further improvements. We review the disease states indicative of the need for intubation, the efficacy of existing 
technologies, and the market potential for airway management devices. Due to the already diverse approaches to airway 
management, the active goal of new technology development should be specific to address existing gaps in airway 
management. The need for improvement in intubation approaches is further motivated by the increased EAM incidence 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. One study found a 100% increase in their emergent non-operating-room intubations 
during April 2020, with most cases attributed to COVID-19-positive patients.23 Another report found a 300% increase in 
the prevalence of intubations for COVID-19 patients relative to total intubation prevalence in the ED.23 Case studies of 
individual clinics have reported up to a 17.8% intubation rate for COVID-19 patients.24 The unanticipated prevalence of 
emergency intubations during the pandemic further motivates the urgency of identifying and filling gaps in laryngoscopy 
innovation. This review aims to synthesize existing literature and technologies on methods of intubation for difficult 
airways, with the overarching goal of inspiring and guiding future innovations for improving the state of airway 
management.

Discussion
Intubation is Common and Indications Span Acute and Chronic Conditions
Endotracheal intubations are performed for roughly 1% of all emergency room visits.1 In US EDs, 12.7% of intubations 
are unsuccessful on the first attempt.4 Of the conditions which indicate the need for airway management, respiratory 
failure, airway obstruction, and cardiac arrest together account for the highest incidence of emergency intubation.1,2 Risk 
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factors for requiring intubation include advanced age, obesity, history of substance abuse, diabetes, and seizure disorders, 
while risk factors for difficult intubations are mainly obesity and airway malformation.5 Additionally, loss of conscious-
ness accompanied by vomiting and/or the presence of blood or other fluids near the airway, low peripheral oxygenation, 
wet respiratory sounds, or other indicators that the patient may lose breathing capacity are all indications for intubation.25 

Acute respiratory failure incidence in the US has been reported to be close to 135 cases per 100,000 adults.26 Trauma to 
the airway is a common cause of obstruction in adults. Out of patients with chest and neck traumas, about 0.5–2% have 
airway obstructions.27 Anaphylaxis is a second cause of airway obstruction, with a prevalence of 2% in the US.27,28 One 
of the most common causes of airway obstruction in adults is reduced consciousness, due to the inability to control 
tongue and soft tissue position in the airway and increased risk of aspiration. Reduced levels of consciousness are often 
seen in patients with acute intoxication, seizure disorders, hypoglycemia, stroke, trauma, severe illness, neurological 
conditions, and cardiac arrest, among others.29

Outcomes are Not as Favorable Under Difficult Airway Conditions
Three main metrics are used to identify and characterize a difficult airway, which is a highly predictive factor of 
intubation complications.28 The Glasgow Coma scale for intubation determines the severity of traumatic brain injury, or 
the risk of such, in a trauma patient. Glasgow score evaluates eye opening, verbal response, and motor response, to 
generate a score ranging from 0–15. A Glasgow score less than or equal to 8 indicates emergency intubation, and scores 
7–9 have the highest correlation with difficult intubations.30,31 A difficult airway is determined by using “LEMON”: 
a mnemonic of steps to evaluate, including Look externally, Evaluate 3-3-2 rule, Mallampati score (tongue: pharynx size 
ratio), Obstruction, and Neck Mobility. The LEMON protocol predicts difficult airways with 86% sensitivity.19 After 
looking for external features that might inhibit intubation such as trauma or facial hair, the 3-3-2 rule is evaluated for 
optimal intubations, which assesses the geometry and accessibility of the airway.32 The Mallampati scoring system is 
then used to predict airway difficulty based on the patient airway shape and size. Generally, a lower Mallampati score 
indicates easier intubation, but some airways may be more difficult or easier to intubate than initially anticipated.33,34 

Additionally, physicians may use Cormack-Lehane Grading to grade airway visibility after insertion of a laryngoscope, 
depending on the ability to visualize the posterior larynx, glottis, and epiglottis. First attempt success rates for intubation 
drop drastically as airway difficulty score increases, with Cormack-Lehane Grades 1, 2, 3, 4, associated with first-pass 
success rates of 96%, 85%, 50%, and 14% respectively.34

Determining if a patient has a difficult airway, as indicated by Cormack-Lehane grade of 3–4, Mallampati score of 3– 
4, Glasgow score of 7–9, or an alternative subjective decision by the clinician, is crucial for identifying the proper 
intubation procedure. For example, patients with a lower Glasgow scale are more likely to undergo RSI, which uses 
sedation and neuromuscular blockers to facilitate easier airway management.31 If Cormack-Lehane grades suggest 
a difficult airway with reduced visualization, video laryngoscopy is the clinical standard for intubation.34 Overall, 
appropriate measures are required to assess a patient’s internal anatomy and proceed with optimal technology for 
intubation with maximal first-pass success and minimal insertion time.

When primary attempts at intubation fail, which accounts for about 10% of intubated patients, the risk of complica-
tions increases drastically.8 After two unsuccessful attempts, hypoxemia incidence increases ninefold.34 Esophageal 
intubation, in which the tube is placed into the esophagus rather than the trachea, happens in 51.4% of cases where 
tracheal intubation had failed after the first two attempts.33,35 Similarly, aspiration and bradycardia incidences increase 
fourfold compared to successful first- or second-attempt intubations. Finally, the risk for cardiac arrest increases by 6% 
after two attempts.35 There is no data available for the mortality rate of failed intubations, but from the increased severe 
complications associated with more than two attempts of intubation, such as cardiac arrest, it can be reasonably inferred 
that mortality may also correspond to the number of intubation attempts.

Existing Solutions are Rooted in Laryngoscopy
A summary and comparison of the existing devices for EAM can be found in Table 1.
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Accessible Solutions Rely on Physician Training and Direct Visualization
When it has been determined that a patient requires intubation and proper preparative measures have been taken, the 
standard procedure in an ED is laryngoscopy. Laryngoscopy uses a laryngoscope handle, equipped with a light, which is 
attached to a blade to visualize the vocal cords for guiding insertion of an ETT. There are two types of laryngoscopes for 
airway management: direct and indirect laryngoscopes.

Table 1 Comparison of Existing Airway Management Solutions

Airway Management 
Approach

Device Advantages Limitations

Direct  
Laryngoscopy8–10,36–40

Macintosh 

(Mac) Blade

● Higher success rate and lower time for 

novel users (vs Miller)
● Direct line of sight
● More room for ETT insertion
● Less trauma than Miller blade

● Dental trauma
● Laryngeal trauma

Miller Blade ● Higher success rate with floppy glottis or 
anterior airways (vs Mac)

● Direct line of sight

● More trauma than Mac blade

Indirect  
Laryngoscopy2–4,15–17,25,41–44

Channeled ● Higher success in difficult airways
● Compared to DL: greater visualization and 

FSRs, less time, lower rate of esophageal 

intubation, less trauma
● Direct path for ETT insertion
● Permits multiple viewers

● Reduced manipulation of ETT
● Variable learning curve
● Requires multiple devices
● Risk of video failure
● More expensive equipment
● Loss of depth perception

Non-channeled ● Easier manipulation and enhanced visualiza-
tion over channeled

● Difficulty handling ETT and scope

Bougie36,43,44 ● Higher FSRs than DL/IDL
● Can rotate 90°
● Small and flexible
● Blind intubations
● Confirm with tracheal ‘clicks’
● Used in conjunction with IDL/DL

● Risk of airway perforation tissue damage
● Too flexible at times= lack of shape 

retention
● Insufficient pressure by tip
● Difficult steerability due to flexibility

Extraglottic  
Devices1,36,40,45–50

LMA ● Wide variety to accommodate different 
airway/ETT sizes

● Designed for blind intubation, requires less 

inflation for a seal; accommodates intuba-
tion with standard ETTs

● High injury-free success rate

● Cannot be used with severe facial trauma, 
restricted or distorted airways, obstruc-

tions, or stiff neck/lungs
● Complications including dysphagia, 

bronchospasm, and laryngeal injury
● High failure in obese patients
● High failure with novel physicians
● Not compatible with airway fluids

i-Gel ● Improved seal compared to LMA
● High success rates in difficult airways

Surgical Airway51,52 Cricothyrotomy ● Efficient for experienced physicians
● Minimally invasive for being an open 

procedure
● Low risk of esophageal placement

● Risk of bleeding, vocal cord or airway 

damage, and perforation of internal 
membranes by blade

● Requires experienced physician
● Risk of infection and injury

Needle ● Preferred method for children
● Less invasive than cricothyrotomy

● Risk of infection, hemorrhage, and per-

foration of the posterior trachea
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DL refers to intubation by placing an ETT through the oral cavity into the trachea using, as the name implies, direct 
visualization. DL is limited by the line-of-sight approach and the requirement for visualizing beyond the tip of 
a laryngoscope blade for successful laryngeal visualization.36

There are two major blades currently used for DL- the Macintosh and Miller blades.37,41 The Macintosh (Mac) blade 
is a curved, stainless-steel blade that is ideal for tongue control, which is necessary for proper visualization.38 

Additionally, its curve indirectly lifts the epiglottis, facilitating easier ETT insertion. The Mac blade’s curved geometry, 
which mimics the curve of the tongue, allows for excellent pharynx visualization by tongue suppression, sufficient room 
for the passage of the ETT by fitting to the bottom of the mouth, and decreases potential trauma to the throat and 
epiglottis relative to the Miller blade since the Mac blade tip is less proximal to the back of the throat.36 The Miller Blade 
is a straight, stainless-steel blade with a curved tip.38 The tip directly lifts the epiglottis for visualization, thus providing 
great exposure, but its straight geometry limits the space available for ETT passage in the back of the airway. The Mac 
blade pushes the tongue down, allowing for more room to insert an ETT, greater first-pass success rates, and less trauma, 
while the Miller blade allows for better glottis visualization for floppy epiglottis patients, such as with pediatrics or an 
anterior larynx, making it more suitable for alternative airway geometries, a subclass of difficult airways.36,38,41 In 
a review of 500 patients to evaluate different DL blades, physicians reported larynx visualization 96% of the time with 
the Miller blade, but only 72% of the time with the Mac blade.53 In one study on the use of DL by relatively new 
clinicians, it was reported that the Mac blade resulted in 100% first-pass successful intubation, versus the Miller blade 
with a 78.4% success rate, and the mean time of insertion for Mac blades was significantly lower than that for successful 
insertion using Miller blades.38

DL is ideal for non-difficult airways and is favorable due to the variability in blade size and shape, such as the Miller 
blade, to accommodate anterior airways in obese patients and floppy glottis in children.9 DL is more widely available in 
clinical settings due to the disposable, interchangeable, and low-cost equipment it requires. DL can also be coupled with 
a Bougie (discussed further below) to increase first-pass success.9,32,39

Indirect Visualization Can Be Effective but Relies on Costly Technology
An alternative to DL is IDL, which uses optic assistance for indirect visualization of the oral cavity for ETT insertion. 
There are three main categories of IDL, including optical stylets, fiber-optic laryngoscopes, and video laryngoscopes.41 

As of 2013, the American Society of Anesthesiologists issued a statement that recommended IDL by video laryngoscope 
(VL) as the initial approach to intubation.4 Since then, video laryngoscopy has been the most utilized and innovative 
branch of IDL. One meta-analysis reports that VL (encompassing all VL tools) has a 92% first-pass success rate in the 
ED compared to 86% for DL (encompassing all DL tools).10 Video laryngoscopes have a small camera embedded into 
the tip of their blade for visualization on a screen, often with a wider range of view than DL. The video is displayed on 
a screen either connected remotely or directly on the scope, making these tools easy to use for inexperienced practi-
tioners. VLs may either be non-channeled, where the blade and ETT are inserted separately, or channeled, where the 
blade and ETT are inserted as a single unit and the blade is detached and removed after proper placement of the ETT.3

Common channeled VL include the Airtraq, King Vision Scope, and Pentax AWS.40 The Airtraq is a battery- 
powered, single-use scope with fog-resistant lenses and an attachable camera.42 The King Vision Scope is a modular non- 
channeled or channeled VL with an antifog lens and reusable handle. The Pentax AWS produces high-resolution images 
and has added benefits of channels for built-in suction or additional direct oxygenation but is only available in one-size. 
Channeled VLs are beneficial by automatically providing a pathway for ETT insertion, but face limitations in mobility 
and manipulation of the ETT to accommodate variable or irregular airways.4 Common non-channeled VL designs 
include the Glidescope, McGrath, and C-MAC.40 The Glidescope includes a high-resolution camera in the blade, an 
attached monitor, disposable blades, and is intended for both routine and difficult laryngoscopy.9,43 The McGrath is an 
adjustable, single-use blade with an attached monitor on the scope handle and has a greater range of motion (up to 90° 
swivel). The C-MAC is an adjustable blade with multiple size options and a detachable video technology, so the C-MAC 
can be used either for IDL or DL.9 The C-MAC also has a curved blade that mimics the geometry of the Mac Blade, 
which provides familiarity for physicians trained in DL. Both the Glidescope and the McGrath have steeper curves, 
blocking any direct visualization, but providing a wider view on the monitor.9,10
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VL provides a larger visual field than DL, improves glottis exposure, and has been associated with higher first-pass 
success rate in the ED, higher success rates among trainees and experts, decreased esophageal intubations, and decreased 
dental and oral trauma.8,9 VL permits an enhanced teaching experience to train doctors, as multiple doctors can view the 
screen simultaneously, and procedures can be recorded for review. Additionally, VL is more successful in difficult and 
unusual airway intubation. A systematic review of IDL success reported an OR of 2.07 for first-pass success by VL 
versus DL in difficult airway patients.40

However, VL has several shortcomings. VL has increased reports of upper airway injury. There is a cost gap of the 
technology which limits widespread availability, due to its reliance on external power sources and technologies. 
Consequently, the distribution of video laryngoscopes is uneven, with a sample analysis indicating that only 43% of low- 
resource EDs in the US have access due to high costs.44 Overall, about 39% of EDs do not have access to VL in the 
US.54 Additionally, some reports associate VL with increased time for set up, but the total time until insertion between 
VL and DL is insignificant.19 2D visualization on a screen deprives doctors of depth perception, which has been reported 
to increase mispositioning and therefore increase time for intubation. Finally, an important disadvantage of VL is the 
presence of a blind spot during insertion through the pharynx. The oral cavity cannot be visualized on the screen for 
a brief time, which may increase the risk of trauma or mispositioning and reduces physician control of the field.9 Despite 
these limitations, VL is the standard of care for the highest first-pass success of EAM for both routine and abnormal 
laryngoscopy procedures.55

Video laryngoscopes offer the best success rate for difficult airways, but they are limited by their reliance on 
expensive video equipment, simultaneous manipulation of multiple tools for the physician, and the loss of 2D perception. 
Importantly, there are no well-defined approaches for treating a difficult airway, and further investigation should be done 
to fill this gap in standard airway management. The financial impact of VL as a standard of treatment has not been 
thoroughly investigated but is crucial to consider for the wide distribution of an airway management device.

Bougies and EGDs Can Establish Airways with Higher Complications
When the vocal cords cannot be visualized, or first-pass laryngoscopy fails, the next step to establish an airway is by 
using a Bougie. A bougie is a narrow, flexible tube that is inserted into the trachea, often with assistance from a Mac 
Blade or similar device to suppress the tongue. Bougie insertion into the trachea without visualization is confirmed by 
feeling the bougie against the tracheal “clicks”, or ridges. An ETT is then passed over the bougie for intubation. The 
small size of the bougie permits better manipulation and allows for blind intubation (without a direct or indirect view of 
the airway). Additionally, the bougie can be coupled with VL or DL as a more flexible, successful alternative to 
a traditional ETT-only approach.45 The bougie can easily be rotated as well to accommodate differential airways. Bougies 
have significantly higher first-pass success rates in emergency settings than traditional ETT laryngoscope insertions 
across all EAM indications.46 Parotto et al review reported a 96% bougie first-pass success rate compared to 82% for DL 
in difficult-airway patients in the ED.10 One meta-analysis found that the Bougie intubation has an overall 98% first-pass 
success rate compared to both DL and VL, with rates of 86% and 92%, respectively.10 Thus, a bougie may be statistically 
considered as the preferred option for first pass approach. Regarding limitations, bougies do present the risk of airway 
perforation and tissue damage. They also may lack shape retention, have insufficient tip pressure forces, and exhibit 
difficult steerability due to flexibility.45

When intubation fails or a patient has a difficult airway, extraglottic devices (EGDs) are used as rescue devices for 
oxygenation and/or ventilation until an airway can be achieved. The goal of an EGD is to provide temporary oxygena-
tion, allow for gastric decompression, and to facilitate tracheal intubation.47 EGDs may be either supraglottic masks, 
which remain above the larynx, or retroglottic tubes, extending down to the upper esophagus. The most common EGD is 
a supraglottic laryngeal mask airway. An LMA is a mask surrounded by an inflatable cuff, attached to the end of a stiff 
airway tube, along with an inflation line.47,48 The patient is prepared in the same way as for traditional laryngoscope 
intubation, and once inserted, the LMA device cuff is inflated.

The traditional LMA comes in a wide variety of sizes to accommodate different airway sizes and ETT size needs. 
LMAs allow for blind intubation and may have conduits that permit for ETT placement after a successful seal has been 
formed.46 Additional LMA devices include LMA Fastrach, which facilitates intubation directly and is the most widely 
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used LMA.48 Air-Q is another LMA designed for blind intubation, requires less inflation for a proper seal, accommodates 
intubation with standard ETT designs, and can be removed with greater injury-free success rates than LMA Fastrach.40,48 

Another type of EGD is the i-Gel. Compared to traditional LMAs, the i-Gel has improved seals, includes an added tube 
for access to the esophagus and stomach, and has a bite block.49 I-Gel is noninflatable and has a wider tube for 
intubation. It has been reported to have high success rates in difficult airway management relative to other EGDs, with 
about a 93% first-pass attempt success rate and a reported 100% second-pass success rate.46,49 LMAs and other EGDs are 
limited in use, however, as they cannot be used for patients with spontaneous respirations, severe facial trauma, restricted 
or distorted airways, obstructions, or stiff neck or lungs. Additionally, they are not a viable option for patients with a gag 
reflex or threatened airway, such as with bleeding or vomiting. LMA insertion has complications including dysphagia, 
bronchospasm, and laryngeal and hypoglossal nerve injury. Additionally, EGDs have high failure rates in obese patients 
and with inexperienced physicians.1,55

Surgical Airway Management Serves as a Last Resort in the Emergency Room
When all first pass attempts at intubation have failed, when there are absolute contraindications to the aforementioned 
EAM solutions, or when it is necessary to establish a definitive airway, physicians will use a surgical approach. Surgical 
airways are required when there is an obstruction superior to the trachea, anaphylactic swelling, or severe facial trauma.51 

There are two main approaches to surgical intubation: cricothyroidotomy or transtracheal needle ventilation. Rescue 
surgical airway management is required for < 0.5% of all ED intubation patients.51 In a cricothyroidotomy, a vertical 
incision is made in the neck midline, then a horizontal incision to expose the trachea, after which a bougie is inserted 
through the incision, inflated, and an ETT is inserted.40 Cricothyroidotomy limits the risk of esophageal placement and is 
an efficient solution for experienced physicians, but presents the risk of bleeding, vocal cord or airway damage, and 
perforation of other internal membranes by the blade. Needle ventilation is the preferred method of surgical airway 
management in children. During the procedure, a needle pierces the airway, a catheter is inserted over the needle, and the 
ETT is then inserted over the catheter. Needle ventilation is less invasive than cricothyroidotomy, but presents the risk of 
infection, hemorrhage, and perforation of the posterior trachea.40

Recent Advances in Artificial Intelligence Offer Promising Alternatives to Existing 
Solutions
In recent years, advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) and computer-assisted procedures have augmented the current 
techniques in laryngoscopy. Machine learning algorithms combined with VL can identify the location of the glottis to 
provide real-time feedback to providers.56 AI algorithms may also be used to visualize anatomical landmarks for 
intubation and label these structures on the video image.57 In 2021, Hayasaka et al published an AI model that can 
predict a difficult airway with 86% accuracy based on facial images, which may assist faster intubations in emergency 
cases or with inexperienced physicians.58 Other models use sex, BMI, weight, height, and age to predict difficult airways 
with >90% accuracy in preoperative care.59 Additional deep-learning models can use 3D CT scans to predict mortality 
and intubation rates in COVID-19 patients.60 However, the existing field of AI-informed intubation is largely limited to 
surgery, anesthesiology, and educational tools. There is great potential to use AI tools for predicting difficult airways and 
guiding intubations in the emergency setting, but existing research is insufficient to be included in the scope of this 
review. We propose artificial intelligence as a field with large potential to expand the field of emergency airway 
management among new innovators.

Analysis of Existing Solutions Reveals Opportunities for Innovation
Because proper airway management is essential for patient survival, and because intubation is a common procedure in 
hospital settings, many devices have emerged on the market. Surveying the market landscape was initiated by consider-
ing the total airway management market, rather than limiting it to the subsector of devices intended for difficult airways. 
Many devices used for difficult airways overlap with devices used for typical airways, so limiting the landscape early on 
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could cause the innovator to overlook existing, pertinent technology. This analysis encompasses devices directly used for 
securing an airway, such as the endotracheal tube, and adjunct devices, such as the laryngoscope.

Efficacy Comparison Reveals a Gap in Technologies That Address Differential Airways
Solutions should address the clinical need while maintaining a cost within the range of relevant stakeholders’ willingness 
to pay. The first approach to surveying the market landscape considered current device performance and ease-of-use, as 
indicated by a qualitative estimation of efficacy, in comparison to the cost for various devices in each subtype.

The gaps identified in the preliminary efficacy versus cost analysis are very high efficacy with meager purchasing cost 
(less than $10) or low efficacy with high cost (Figure 1A).50,52,61–67 Very high efficacy with such cost constraints would 
severely limit innovation, and a device with low efficacy and high cost would never get adapted into clinical practice. 
Important takeaways from the first iteration of the market landscape assessment are that the acceptable upper bound of 
cost for airway management devices is approximately $5k, with median costs ranging between $20-$100.50,67 Adjunct 
devices typically have higher list prices than direct devices. Because endotracheal tubes are used in conjunction with 
laryngoscopes, if a developed solution does not necessitate the use of an adjunct device, the cost of the device can be 
higher. However, whereas direct solutions are disposable, adjunct devices are typically reusable, and thus the cost per use 
would be much lower for laryngoscopes than initial purchasing. The initial dimension of the market landscaping has 
provided insight into the target cost and upper-bound cost constraints of the final solution while meriting further analysis.

There exists a major gap in the market for devices accommodating differential airway geometries.8,10,63 Airway 
physiologies can differ based on the stage of development (child versus adult), body weight (obesity), different lengths of 
the trachea, or different positions of the trachea (anterior). Most existing solutions are standardized for both intubation 
protocol and for airway geometries, but many patients have deviations in their physiology that do not accommodate 
standard approaches. Therefore, the more solutions that exist for niche populations, such as children or obese patients, 
then the more prepared physicians can be to accommodate different needs in the fastest way possible. The prioritization 
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Figure 1 (A) Market landscape analysis comparing cost and efficacy of current solutions. Qualitative efficacy was determined from a combination of reported physician 
importance, intubation success rates for no more than three attempts, and efficacy reports from peer-reviewed journals. Costs were determined using medical device 
purchasing platforms and clinical reports. Data from these studies.50,52,61–67 (B) Market landscape analysis comparing first-attempt success rate and cost. Note that the data 
used to populate first-pass success rate has studies pertaining to typical airway management as the upper bounds, and difficult airways as the lower bounds, when applicable. 
Data from these studies.68–76 (C) Market landscape analysis comparing time for intubation and cost. Note that times may overlap for adjunct devices and respective devices 
whose insertion they assist. **Indicates device with learning curve in medical trainees as indicated by literature. Data from these studies.71–74,76–79,80 

Abbreviations: OPA, oropharyngeal airway; NPA, nasopharyngeal airway.
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of first-pass success rates and minimal time for effective intubation should drive future research for designs that cater to 
niche airway geometries.

Cost Comparison Reveals Need for Improvement in Limited Resource Settings
It is critical to consider the cost of existing devices to address the issue of standardized care across various clinical 
settings with limited resources, in addition to the consideration of stakeholders. If a novel device for airway management 
is to become the standard approach for any of the current market gaps, then it must be widely available. Thus, the cost 
must be considered. The cost of airway management devices ranges from $5–20 for a bougie up to $15,000 for a video 
laryngoscope alone, so the financial impact of intubation is varied and can be significant.40 As previously cited, the 
distribution of laryngoscopes is largely limited by the cost of video laryngoscopes, which thus reduces access to the 
standard of care for difficult airways and creates a disparity in care for patients with difficult airways. 69% of EDs 
without VL attributed this deficiency to the cost of VL implementation.54 This deficit worsens in low-resource areas 
internationally, with just a quarter of emergency centers in areas such as the Western Cape of South Africa having any 
VLs.81 With market analysis indicating that VLs cost between $500–15,000, price point is a logical deterrent for 
purchase. Developing a technology to assist airway management has substantial opportunity for translation due to two 
key-value signposts of medical innovation: the potential to decrease cost and improve clinical outcomes.

Low-Cost Options Have a Higher Training Burden
One major gap in current approaches to airway management devices is the analysis of the learning curve for efficient 
application. For example, video laryngoscopes often have lower first-pass success rates than DL among physicians in 
training due to the requirement for manipulation of multiple tools, loss of depth perception, and the lack of VL 
standardization in clinical settings.1,19,36 One study reports a direct correlation between post-graduate residency years 
and intubation success, with post-graduate year 1 residents reporting up to 20% first pass failures.66 Another analysis 
compared crude number of intubation attempts, rather than experience longevity, to intubation success rates among 
medical students and anesthesiologists. This study identified a direct correlation between the number of intubation and 
first-pass success rates in emergency intubations.82 Additionally, less experience in providers is also linked to longer 
times for intubation, use of incorrect instruments or faulty techniques, and greater first-pass failures in difficult airways.82 

Regarding difficult airways, first-pass success rate shows a significant decrease with increasing Mallampati scores or 
Cormack-Lehane grading, indicating more difficult airways.82,83 Thus, devices that aim to improve intubation success for 
difficult airways can also address some of the burdens associated with less trained clinicians.

While it is logical that experience should improve a provider’s performance, the high risk associated with failures for 
emergency intubations highlights an important potential for innovation to steepen the learning curve for EAM. Video 
laryngoscopes are associated with higher first-pass success rates and shorter intubation times in less trained physicians, 
relative to direct laryngoscopes. Thus, VL may be an important consideration into innovations to address gaps with 
provider experience.84 Additionally, it is important that future innovations both establish a standard protocol for their 
application and consider the skills of unpracticed physicians to generate the most effective device. Given the issue with 
training required for effective solutions, an opportunity for innovation lies in the expertise required versus time for 
successful insertion comparison. Less time required for intubation is associated with better patient outcomes, making this 
gap a crucial consideration for future research.

High First-Pass Success, Low-Cost Devices Have Largest Potential Market
The first approach to surveying the market landscape considered current device performance and ease-of-use, as 
indicated by a qualitative estimation of efficacy, in comparison to the cost for various devices in each subtype 
(Figure 1A).50,52,61–67 Because only a limited gap in the market was found in comparing efficacy to cost, two other 
dimensions affecting clinical outcome were selected: the rate of first-pass success and the time for intubation when using 
the device (Figure 1B and 1C, respectively). It was identified that first-attempt success rate is the primary factor affecting 
intervention costs, likelihood of failed airway management, and overall clinical outcomes (Figure 1B).68–76 Therefore, it 
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is a standard indicator of device performance. It can be ascertained that a gap exists for devices with a high first-pass 
success rate (exceeding 80%), that also costs between $4 - $100 (Figure 1C).71–80

The LMA, as previously stated, has been integrated into the current approach of managing difficult airways. While 
the LMA falls under similar parameters as the identified gap (albeit with a slightly higher cost range), an important 
consideration not analyzed in this landscape is the time duration in which the device can be deployed. A primary reason 
endotracheal tubes remain the gold standard for intubation is that LMAs have a recommended use time of approximately 
thirty minutes, with an upper limit of three hours85 Therefore, LMAs should only be considered first-line devices if major 
surgery is not anticipated. While not a key performance indicator, any novel technology should have the capacity to 
maintain the airway during major procedures and not need to be replaced by an endotracheal tube. With this additional 
metric, the market gap can be broadened to include devices costing several hundred dollars at efficacy surpassing 80%.

Innovator Challenges Include a Need for Market Disruption and Willingness to Pay
Important to note when surveying a market is how many competitors exist. At least 75 companies manufacture products 
for airway management, including Medtronic Plc, Teleflex Inc, Avanos Medical Inc, Indian Ocean Medical Inc, Becton, 
Dickinson & Co, Trudell Medical International, Ambu, Well Lead, Armstrong Medical, Flexicare Medical, ConvaTec, 
Asid BonzM Guangzhou Orcl Medical, Smiths Medical, and others. Medtronic Plc, one of the largest medical device 
companies globally, also dominates the airway management market.69 Combined with information about the number of 
active patents, from a competition standpoint, the market is crowded (Figure 2).86 Therefore, any new technology 
developed must be disruptive. The competitive advantage for such a device must lie in incorporating novel technology 
rather than merely a combination of existing technologies. Solutions without this disruptive nature will likely be 
superseded by other advancements or see a poor rate of adoption into clinical practice.

Figure 2 Airway management device patents. Only the devices indicated with an asterisk can maintain the airway independently and are thus referred to as direct devices in 
this report. The remainder of the devices are either adjuncts, meaning they are assistive devices for insertion, or they are unable to both maintain patency and allow for 
oxygenation and are used in the pre-hospital setting or before intubation. To probe the number of devices manufactured in each category, the number of active patents was 
ascertained. Note that the number of patents will be much greater than the number of FDA-approved devices on the market, but this information is less readily available. 
Data from Home. Anesthesia Airway Management (AAM). https://aam.ucsf.edu/.86
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Intubations are performed in a variety of hospital and pre-hospital settings, including EDs, intensive care units, 
ambulances, and operating rooms. Segmentation of the market, coupled with quantitative analysis of the number of 
patients belonging to each subpopulation will allow the innovators to decide the target population for the solution. With 
a focused target, the ability of the device to meet this subsection’s needs can be optimized, which is preferable to 
substandard performance for the entirety of the population. Market segmentation began with the total number of 
intubations performed annually. Based on the original proposed clinical need, the initial chosen segments of the market 
were patients undergoing emergency intubations with difficult airways, and further refined to address variation in the 
characteristics of difficult airways. The market can also be segmented based on population age, encompassing adult, 
pediatrics, and neonatal populations.87 Because devices for pediatric and neonatal populations target a smaller niche than 
devices for adults, accounting for about 0.01% of all ED patients, and the obtainable population needs to be large enough 
to attract innovators and investors, market segmentation in this report was limited to adults (Figure 3).88

Current data on epidemiological growth is not available for intubations, but older retrospective studies show an 
annual growth rate of 4.22%.90 Because anterior larynxes are most prevalent in obese and elderly populations, both of 
which are growing demographics in the United States, current growth rates of intubations, especially as it pertains to 
difficult intubations, are likely higher.91,92

Because difficult airway characteristics are not uniform, a universal approach in management cannot be utilized. 
Differences in difficult airway classification and source attribution will affect the success of a solution. When choosing 
which segments of the difficult airway population to focus on, the size of the demographic is a prime consideration. The 
largest cause of difficult airways is the anterior positioning of the larynx.87 Therefore, the selected market is adult 
patients with difficult airways attributed to anterior larynxes requiring intubation in the emergency setting 
(Figure 3).7,87,92

The estimated global market size for airway management devices is $1.9 billion. Of course, markets are not stagnant, 
and equally important to the fiscal opportunity is the growth rate. The airway management device market has 
a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.8%.69 The United States represents the largest regional market share, 
accounting for an estimated 32.3% of expenditures. The United States market is growing faster than the global average, 
with a CAGR of 8.7%.93 Market sizes are on target to remain attractive to investors, with a total addressable market 
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Figure 3 Patient segmentation for airway management. Although difficult airway attributions can be further segmented, unless current technologies fail to meet the needs of 
a subsection of the population, over-limiting the target population will negatively impact investor opportunity. Target segments of the population are shown in blue. Data 
from these studies.7,87,89
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(TAM) exceeding the $1 billion recommendation and a serviceable obtainable market representing less than 1% of 
the TAM.

As previously discussed, overall willingness to pay for a direct device has been estimated between $20-$100.50,52,61–67 

As is commonplace in the medical industry, insurance companies ultimately bear most of these costs, and patients incur 
a copayment. EDs are responsible for purchasing the equipment and are subject to reimbursement by payers. If over 48k 
difficult emergency intubations within the target demographic are performed annually, and problems intubating difficult 
airways increase the cost by $20k, a solution could save the healthcare system up to $960 million.55,87,89 Overall, 
a combinatorial effect of user requirements, including physicians and students, investors, including private equities and 
commercial licenses, and innovators define the opportunity for innovation. Thus, we identify the primary opportunities and 
risks which should be considered among these three parties when approaching the potentially transformative innovations in 
the intubation healthcare sector (Table 2).94

Conclusions
Airway management is a critical procedure in emergency settings, enabling providers to secure airway patency to promote 
patient survival. We have discussed the fundamentals of airway management, particularly endotracheal intubation, the 
current standard of care and the existing technologies available to providers and have demonstrated a significant potential to 
innovate in the airway management device market. Specifically, new technology development should focus on not only 
improving ease of use and compatibility with difficult airways, but especially on maximizing first-pass success rates of 
intubation. Existing airway management devices either address a niche population or aim to fulfill a generalizable role, 
meaning the tool accommodates a wide range of patients and contexts. Therefore, identifying a target population could guide 
innovators toward a clearer, achievable approach. The market analysis demonstrates a sufficient need to develop a technology 
for difficult airway management to improve clinical outcomes and save the healthcare system substantial avoidable 
expenditures. Difficult airways are associated with not only decreased clinical outcomes but higher emergency visit 
expenditures. The average admission cost for visits associated with intubating difficult airways is $20k higher than typical 
airways, at $33k and $13k, respectively.29,85,95 Thus, while the market is crowded and conventional value gaps do not drive 
the opportunity, the difficult airway opportunity remains attractive to investors, users, and innovators. We provide 
a comprehensive review of intubation procedures, existing solutions, and disease states to guide future improvements. We 
report that cost and personnel training are limiting factors in the widespread implementation of new technologies. We find 
that addressing specific niches in the field holds greater potential when compared to universal solutions. We motivate the 

Table 2 Rational for Innovative Focus, Weighing the Pros and Cons of Key Categories of Decision-Makers to Determine the Product’s 
Commercial Viability to Validate the Selected Target Market. The Graphic Contains Synthesis from This Market Report, Knowledge 
Obtained from Previous User Interviews and Zenios et al94

Stakeholder Opportunity Risk

Users ● Device that decreases correlation between experience 

and success to be likely adopted into training9,53

● Device’s articulation and use can mirror existing solu-

tions for seamless clinical integration

● Interviewed providers in academic, level 1 trauma centers do not 

express explicit needs in intubation success and efficiency based on 
user experience

Investors ● Substantial TAM, SAM, SOM69,93

● High potential for payer savings if able to successfully 

intubate on first-pass, increasing likelihood of 

reimbursement

● Crowded market- without a substantial competitive advantage, ROI 
will be diminished due to lower-than-expected market penetration

Innovators ● Motivated team with range of skills to address engi-

neering, marketing, and clinical aspects
● Solutions do not need to address both software and 

hardware, minimizing development time
● Access to financial and intellectual capital

● Teams with lack of prior experience in industry and healthcare
● Competitors may include some of the largest global manufacturers69
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need for innovation in EAM to specifically address difficult airways, with particular interest in anterior larynxes, while 
considering affordability, ease of use, and market saturations. Improvements should prioritize the standards of minimized 
intubation time and maximized first-pass success rates while introducing novel means of enhancing patient care.

Abbreviations
AI, artificial intelligence; CAGR, compound annual growth rate; DL, direct laryngoscopy; EAM, emergency airway 
management; ED, emergency department; EGD, Extraglottic device; ETT, endotracheal tube; IDL, indirect laryngo-
scopy; LMA, laryngeal airway mask; Mac, Macintosh; NPA, Nasopharyngeal airway; OPA, Oropharyngeal airway; RSI, 
rapid sequence intubation; SAM, serviceable available market; SOM, serviceable obtainable market; TAM, total 
addressable market; VL, video laryngoscopy.
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